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Romania, Hungary and Slovakia. Now you can buy it on Steam, GOG and DRM-Free on GoG.com for the same price. New Achievements in the game New Graphics and Sounds! The first 15 achievements in the game have been replaced with new ones. New quests in Euro Truck Simulator 2-Spain Edition! in Euro Truck Simulator 2-Spain Edition! The goal is
to become a European leader in truck transport, so you can travel to other countries to buy trucks and cargo, and then find other customers to transport cargo. Roads in Euro Truck Simulator 2-Spain Edition are even more varied than in the original game. There are challenging mountain roads, long winding roads and tight, winding tunnels, so you won't be able
to pass all of them without a little effort. is even more varied than in the original game. There are challenging mountain roads, long winding roads and tight, winding tunnels, so you won't be able to pass all of them without a little effort. Gas stations in Euro Truck Simulator 2-Spain Edition are even more varied than in the original game. There are gas stations
with automatic pumps, gas stations with more traditional pumps, gas stations in the middle of nowhere and gas stations in busy areas. There are traditional working gas stations and modern ones. The new game introduces two new gas stations which can make a real difference to the fuel flow and transport speed on different roads. are even more varied than in

the original game. There are traditional working gas stations and modern ones. The new game introduces two new gas stations which can make a real difference to the fuel flow and transport speed on different roads. Gas stations in Euro Truck Simulator 2-Spain Edition have more options than ever before. They have 2 pumps, 2 pumps with self-service options
and 2 pumps with automatic pumps. have more options than ever before. They have 2 pumps, 2 pumps with self-service options and 2 pumps with automatic pumps. There are now tow truck and taxi services in Euro Truck Simulator 2-Spain Edition. They can help you load or unload cargo, take it to the right direction, or even look for missing cargo. in Euro

Truck Simulator 2-Spain Edition. They can help you load or unload cargo, take it to the right direction, or even look for missing cargo. In Euro Truck Simulator 2-Spain Edition, tow trucks can tow your truck up to 5 km. in
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